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Its major markets are the United States , Canada , and China. Cadillac models are distributed in
34 additional markets worldwide. Cadillac automobiles are at the top of the luxury field within
the United States. Cadillac is among the first automobile brands in the world, second in the
United States only to fellow GM marque Buick. The Cadillac crest is based on his coat of arms.
By the time General Motors purchased the company in , Cadillac had already established itself
as one of America's premier luxury car makers. The complete interchangeability of its precision
parts had allowed it to lay the foundation for the modern mass production of automobiles. It
was at the forefront of technological advances, introducing full electrical systems, the clashless
manual transmission and the steel roof. The brand developed three engines, with its V8 setting
the standard for the American automotive industry. Cadillac had the first U. It won the trophy
again in for incorporating electric starting and lighting in a production automobile. Cadillac was
formed from the remnants of the Henry Ford Company. After a dispute between Henry Ford and
his investors, Ford left the company along with several of his key partners in March Instead,
Leland persuaded the pair to continue manufacturing automobiles using Leland's proven
single-cylinder engine. Cadillac's first automobiles, the Runabout and Tonneau , were
completed in October They were practically identical to the Ford Model A. Many sources say the
first car rolled out of the factory on 17 October; in the book Henry Lelandâ€”Master of Precision
, the date is 20 October; another reliable source shows car number three to have been built on
16 October. Cadillac displayed the new vehicles at the New York Auto Show in January , where
the vehicles impressed the crowds enough to gather over 2, firm orders. Cadillac's biggest
selling point was precision manufacturing, and therefore, reliability; a Cadillac was simply a
better-made vehicle than its competitors. Cadillac was the first volume manufacturer of a fully
enclosed car, in Cadillac participated in the interchangeability test in the United Kingdom, and
was awarded the Dewar Trophy for the most important advancement of the year in the
automobile industry. The Cadillac line was also GM's default marque for "commercial chassis"
institutional vehicles, such as limousines , ambulances, hearses and funeral home flower cars ,
the last three of which were custom-built by aftermarket manufacturers. In , Cadillac was the
first automobile manufacturer to incorporate an electrical system enabling starting , ignition ,
and lighting. Cadillac pioneered the dual-plane V8 crankshaft in In Cadillac introduced the first
clashless Synchro-Mesh manual transmission , utilizing constant mesh gears. In Cadillac
implemented the first V16 engine, with a degree overhead valve, cubic inches 7. Pre-World War
II Cadillacs were well-built, powerful, mass-produced luxury cars aimed at an upper-class
market. In the s, Cadillac added cars with V12 and V16 engines to their range, many of which
were fitted with custom coach-built bodies. In the s and s Cadillac and Buick vehicles were
popular with longer-distance passenger service operators e. In , Cadillac recruited automobile
stylist Harley Earl in a one-time consulting capacity, but his employment lasted considerably
longer: by , Earl was the head of the new Art and Color division and he would ultimately work
for GM until he retired, over 30 years later. That marque remained in production until Cadillac
introduced designer-styled bodywork as opposed to auto-engineered in It installed
shatter-resistant glass in Cadillac also introduced the "turret top", the first all-steel roof on a
passenger car. By , Cadillac sales had risen tenfold compared to It was replaced by the Series
61 in , but a popular model that was derived from it, the Sixty Special , continued through
Another factor helped boost Cadillac growth over the next few years: a revolution in assembly
line technology. In , Henry F. Phillips introduced the Phillips screw and screwdriver to the
market. He entered into talks with General Motors and convinced the Cadillac group his new
screws would speed assembly times and therefore increase profits. Cadillac was the first
automaker to use the Phillips technology, in , which was widely adopted in Postwar Cadillac
vehicles innovated many of the styling features that came to be synonymous with the late s and
s American automobile. Incorporating many of the ideas of then General Motors styling chief
Harley J. Earl , these included tailfins , wraparound windshields , and extensive use of chrome.
Tailfins were first added in [10] and reached their pinnacle in From to they decreased each year
until they disappeared in the model year remaining vestigialy only on the limited production
Series 75 chassis, a carry-over from Cadillac's other distinctive styling attribute was its
front-bumper. What had started out after the war as a pair of artillery shell-shaped bumper
guards [19] moved higher on the front-end design as the s wore on. Becoming known as
Dagmar bumpers for their similarity to the buxom s television personality, they were toned
down in and gone the next year. The fledgling automotive magazine Motor Trend awarded its
first " Motor Trend Car of the Year " to Cadillac in for its innovative overhead valve V8 engine.
While the company initially snubbed the honor, it now proudly references its "Car of the Year"
wins in publicity material. Marketed as the Coupe de Ville, it would become one of Cadillac's
most popular models for many years. In , Cadillac began production of the M41 Walker Bulldog
army tank, which saw service in the Korean and Vietnam wars. In , the "Autronic Eye" was

introduced. This feature would automatically dim high-beam headlamps for the safety of
oncoming motorists. The dual-reservoir brake master cylinder, with separate front and rear
hydraulic systems, was introduced in , six years ahead of the Federal requirement. The first fully
automatic heater- air conditioning system also appeared, as did the three-speed
Turbo-Hydramatic automatic transmission; it would become the GM standard model for several
decades. From the late s, Cadillac offered a fiber-optic warning system [ citation needed ] to
alert the driver to failed light bulbs. The use of extensive bright-work on the exterior and interior
also decreased each year after By the model year, even the rear bumpers ceased to be all
chromeâ€”large portions were painted, including the headlight bezels. The front-wheel-drive
Eldorado was launched in , setting a new standard for a personal luxury car. Its simple, elegant
design was a far cry from the tailfin and chrome of the s. Cadillac's success grew against rivals
Lincoln and Imperial , which had division sales topping all of Chrysler for the first time in It was
adopted across the model range beginning in Driver and front passenger airbags "Air Cushion
Restraint System" began to be offered on some Cadillac, as well as other Buick and Oldsmobile
luxury models, in , however this option was unpopular as was discontinued after the model
year. The pillarless Coupe deVille ended with the model, while the Sedan deVille remained
pillarless through The s saw new extremes in vehicle luxury and dimension. The Fleetwood was
some 1. Cadillac experienced record sales in and again in the late s. In May , the Seville was
introduced as a competitor to the growing import luxury car market and was marketed as
"international size". In GM significantly downsized their full-sized cars. The DeVille and
Fleetwood Brougham rode on the same The new Fleetwood Brougham, which had lost its
exclusive longer wheelbase, was now similar to the lesser Sedan de Ville. Other than the name,
there were only subtle exterior differences between a Fleetwood Brougham and Sedan de Ville.
The interior of the Fleetwood was more plush and offered more features as standard. These new
cars featured a higher roofline, resulting in a vehicle that was more than nine inches shorter,
four inches narrower, and half a ton lighter than the previous year, but with a larger trunk and
more headroom and legroom. These were also the first DeVilles to be marketed without fender
skirts over the rear wheels. The in 3 V8 which produced horsepower was replaced for by a
horsepower in 3 V8 variant of similar design. The reduction in size and weight was implemented
to improve fuel economy and emissions as a result of the United States Federal Government
passage of Corporate Average Fuel Economy regulations. Three-sided, wrap-around tail lamps
were a feature only although they would re-appear in An optional electronic fuel-injected
version of the standard 7. Sales figures were , Coupe de Villes and 95, Sedan de Villes for an
all-time sales record of , DeVilles sold. With these downsizings, fuel economy and handling
improved. In , Cadillac's flagship Eldorado coupe would downsize. Cadillac brought out a
dramatic redesign for the Seville in featuring a bustle-back rear-end styling theme and a move
to a front-wheel-drive chassis which it shared with the Eldorado. In , the Cimarron was
introduced as the brand's first compact car. The Cimarron's market failure is one in a series of
events throughout the s and s which caused Cadillac's share of the US market to decline from 3.
Noted automotive journalist Dan Neil included the Cimarron in his list of the "Worst cars of all
time", saying "everything that was wrong, venal, lazy, and mendacious about GM in the s was
crystallized in this flagrant insult to the good name and fine customers of Cadillac. For the
model year, the long-running "Standard of the World" slogan was changed to "An American
Standard of the World". For the model year, the slogan was changed to "Best of All It's A
Cadillac", which was used until It was also the last time DeVille used the "V" emblem below the
Cadillac crest, as models and on would use the crest and wreath emblemâ€”formerly a
Fleetwood exclusive. Minor changes included new body-color side moldings and a revised
exhaust system with a revamped catalytic converter. The diesel V8 was now available at no
additional charge. For , sales figures show a total four-door production of , units, and an
additional 50, two-door units figures include de Ville and Fleetwood models. The new front-drive
Coupe de Ville and Sedan de Ville arrived in Cadillac showrooms during the spring of , about six
months earlier than most new-car introductions, so both the rear-drive and front-drive models
were selling and being produced due to separate assembly plants at the same time for nearly
half a year. In , the all-new Pininfarina -bodied Allante roadster came to market featuring the HT
V8 engine. The Sixty Special returned in as the top owner-driven Cadillac in the
front-wheel-drive GM C-body lineup, with a planned production run of just 2, cars. Also, brought
the closure of Detroit Assembly on Clark Street in Detroit , where Cadillacs had been made
since The s also saw the introduction of new, technology-assisted luxury features. Among these
was the return of the memory seat option, not available since the Eldorado Brougham. In , the
high technology engine was introduced. It was originally scheduled for a release, later delayed
to , with its intended applications being the downsized front-wheel drive models Cadillac would
introduce that year. The trip computer, available for Eldorado in and Seville in and , was

replaced in with the availability of digital instrumentation with some Trip Computer functions
being replaced by the new digital heating and air conditioning control panel. The related
Northstar System was Cadillac's trademarked name for a package of performance features
introduced in mid that coupled variable valve timing , road sensing suspension, variable power
steering, and four-wheel disc brakes to the Division's high-output and high-torque Northstar
engines. For , the Seville was redesigned to better compete with luxury performance sedans
from Europe and had adopted some styling cues from the Cadillac Voyage concept car. A year
later, the Brougham was discontinued and replaced by the all-new rear-wheel drive Fleetwood.
The previous front-wheel drive Fleetwood was renamed Sixty Special for That same year, the
Coupe deVille was discontinued due to the declining popularity of full-size coupes. For , the
DeVille was redesigned to share the K-body platform with the Seville. The body was redesigned,
although the wheelbase remained Production moved to Hamtramck, Michigan. Also for , all
DeVille models included a standard SRS driver-side front airbag, as well as fully digital
instrumentation with integrated message center, which provided important vehicle information
and status, current speed, outside temperature, and more, with controls mounted to the left of
the instrument cluster. Also standard was a dual-zone front HVAC system, with controls located
to the right of the instrument cluster, and remote controls on the front passenger door panel. An
SRS passenger's-side front airbag became standard equipment after a restyling in , which also
brought revised exterior styling and new audio systems with TheftLock coded anti-theft
technology. In , the high technology engine that had been used in Cadillacs since was
discontinued. For , the Catera mid-size sedan was introduced as Cadillac's new entry level
model. The DeVille was also redesigned that year. The late s saw Cadillac field its first ever
entry in the growing SUV segment. The Escalade , introduced in , was marketed to compete with
the Lincoln Navigator and luxury SUVs from various import brands. In , Cadillac introduced a
new design philosophy for the 21st century called "Art and Science", [40] which it states
"incorporates sharp, sheer forms and crisp edgesâ€”a form vocabulary that expresses bold,
high-technology design and invokes the technology used to design it. Cadillac's model lineup
mostly included rear- and all-wheel-drive sedans, roadsters, crossovers and SUVs. The BLS
was a rebadged variant of the Saab and was ofered in both sedan and station wagon
configurations. In , the Cadillac STS was introduced as the successor to the Cadillac Seville ,
[42] which beginning in was available as an upscale performance-oriented STS for Seville
touring sedan version, and comfort-oriented SLS for Seville luxury sedan. In , the Cadillac CT6
was introduced and was the brand's first full-size rear-wheel drive sedan since the
discontinuation of the Fleetwood in Cadillac has won the Motor Trend Car of the Year award five
times: [21] [50]. Before the outbreak of World War II , Cadillac like most manufacturers
participated in various types of motorsport. Many Allard automobiles used Cadillac engines.
The brand disappeared from the series by the s. When the prototype proved unsuccessful,
Cadillac withdrew from the series. Cadillac returned to prototype racing in with the Cadillac
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Dealership availability and hours of operation are subject to change in accordance with all
federal and local laws and restrictions. Limited availability. Arriving late summer Preproduction
model shown throughout. Actual production model will vary. Simulated vehicle shown. Actual
production model may vary. Initial availability first half of Average example down payment is
Some customers may not qualify. Not available with lease and some other offers. Average
example down payment is 9. Example down payment is Not available with leases, special
financing and some other offers. Must be a current lessee of a model year or newer GM vehicle
through GM Financial or a current lessee of a model year or newer non-GM vehicle for at least
30 days prior to the new vehicle sale. Closed-end lease. Option to purchase at lease end for an
amount to be determined at lease signing. GM Financial must approve lease. Late payment and
early termination fees apply. Lessee is responsible for insuring the lease vehicle. Not available
with some other offers. All Rights Reserved. Cadillac buyers can rest assured they are getting
an exceptional vehicle that was chosen based on the high quality of its condition. Our high
standards for used cars include a service history report, a clean title, and they must pass our
point vehicle inspection by our Cadillac certified technicians. Learn more about our certified
used cars or search through our inventory and schedule a test drive today. As your local car
dealership, our staff is committed to providing you with the best customer satisfaction and
assistance. We also offer a wide selection of GM-certified used cars to choose from, so you can
be sure that any purchase you make will provide you with a stellar vehicle. After searching
through our inventory , schedule a test drive or get started with your car loan process with our
online application. Our finance department is dedicated to helping you receive the lowest
interest rates and monthly payments possible. Contact us if you have any questions or come
down and see us at your local Naples dealership! Complete customer satisfaction is our number
one goal, and we will do whatever it takes to make sure that you enjoy your time with us. Our
dealership was founded in , and since that time, we have strived to provide each and every
customer that walks onto our lot with the world-class service that they deserve. We want you to
feel at home when you shop with us, and our friendly staff is here to support you so that you'll
have a great time shopping for your next car. Whether you're visiting us for an oil change or
you're interested in a test drive, we are here for you. If you've always wanted to drive a luxury
automobile around in the Florida sunshine, investing in a Cadillac is an excellent decision. On
our lot, you'll find a stunning array of new and pre-owned Cadillac models. We offer multiple
options for getting behind the wheel of the Cadillac of your dreams. If you're interested in
ownership, our team can help you secure an auto loan. On the other hand, if you love having a
new vehicle every few years, we would be happy to help you negotiate a lease for a high-quality
car or SUV loaded with great features. We also provide exceptional pre-owned automobiles for
shoppers who want the best price possible. If you're ever driving around in your Cadillac
vehicle and notice that it isn't running the way that it should, you can head to our lot for help
from our first-class service team. When you schedule a service appointment with us, you'll
receive assistance from ASE Certified Master Technicians that know how to keep your car in
pristine condition. Any time you need a tune-up or help with routine maintenance, our team will
get the job done quickly so that you can get back on the road. New Used Certified. New Used.
Disclaimer Limited availability. Disclaimer Simulated vehicle shown. Disclaimer 1. Apply for
Credit Get Financing. Schedule Service Schedule Now. Search New Inventory. Search Used
Inventory. Why Cadillac Certified Pre-owned? Shop Certified Used Cars. Learn More. Follow Us
on Social Media. Sales Hours. Service Hours. Parts Hours. Why Shop Here? Find Your Luxury
Vehicle If you've always wanted to drive a luxury automobile around in the Florida sunshine,
investing in a Cadillac is an excellent decision. Keep Your Caddy Running If you're ever driving

around in your Cadillac vehicle and notice that it isn't running the way that it should, you can
head to our lot for help from our first-class service team. Coronavirus update: New contactless
services to help keep you safe. I was initially put on a wait list due to Toyota's low allocation but
now have put a deposit to reserve a vehicle when it is ready. Great service to date. Cut out a
deal with Dave on that GMC Sierra made a promise with me but did not backup his word up
lucky I didn't go down to New Hampshire to go pick up that truck because he did not call me to
let me know somebody else bought it after he promised it to me he told me he was going to take
it off the website and it was promised to me but again broken promise do not believe anything
what that guy tells you. The car went up in price by when i got there not the kind of place I
would support or do business with. Helpful friendly staff. Jerry was very helpful and showed me
the truck I was interested in and said he had another truck similar to the one I interested. After
viewing both trucks my wife and I decided on the truck had gone to see. Very knowledgeable
salesman. He spent a lot of time answering questions for us. We are happy with our purchase.
Awful the posted pic is NOT the car on lot. I drove over an hour after calling to ask condition of
car. I was told no damage they could tell. Car was banged up scuffed filthy all the cars on the lot
were awful. Stay away from this pkace. The owner spoke with me and gave me additional
information about the vehicle. He even took additional photos of the "bad" of the vehicle and
offered to negotiate a different price point. Great experience considering I didn't end up
purchasing the vehicle. Not pushy at all but very understanding. I would recommend Pioneers
Auto Broker. If I'm ever in the market for another vehicle, I would contact them again:. Amazing
dealer everyone at the dealer was very nice and super Knowledgeable about the cars. I would
Recommend everyone going there. The cars are all inside a building which made it a better
buying Experience. Excellent experience. Will likely revisit In the future. This dealer was great to
work with. After thinking I decided I'm 72 and bright Yellow was not the color for me. Never go
there again If this vehicle available next month - I will purchase this car. But yeah, Jose called
me within 30 minutes. Experienced, They listen to your praises and gripes, all around great
staff. Sales rep was very helpful. Would consider purchasing from this dealer. No Pressure
Professional Sales Staff. Great dealership! Worth the drive for me! Very helpful and easy to
work with staff. I bought the car! I was actually looking for rear wheel drive and white. Zac and
Mark helped me find my perfect car. Very fair and straightforward negotiations and sales
process. The most balanced and reasonable car buying experience I have ever had! Really good
buying experience. Attentive service department answered my questions well. Kool Ken in the
sales department was awesome, very knowledgeable and patient. Introduced in , the Cadillac
CTS represents the domestic maker's best attempt at competing with European luxury midsize
sedans. Through , we've seen three noteworthy engine revisions. The first V6 powertrain lasted
from and featured 3. The CTS then upped the ante to 3. Cadillac also instituted the more
powerful CTS-V in Look for future models to feature a standard 3. Overall, reviewers like the
CTS' style and ride. However, Cadillac could do a little better on the details, including road
noise and lack of quality interior materials. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of
vehicles available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and
vehicle history for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals
on used cars and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your
car simply and securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results,
go ahead and filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine,
options, and deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price
drops, photos, or available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years.
Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Request Information. Authorized Cadillac Dealer. Image Not Available. Read more. Every brand
needs to undergo occasional makeovers to keep its product portfolio relevant. Brands like
Lexus and Jaguar have been doing this the last 5 to 10 years, but the brand that took it upon
itse. This midsize luxury sport sedan requires greater attention to the details, but gets the
fundamentals exactly right. Tons of great features, very responsive and comfortable, gas
mileage is pretty good, sharp looks, definitely recommend. The car was a great deal. High miles,
but great deal. This car is loaded with every feature I wanted. Its the CTS Premium. Great car
and just what I was looking for in a used vehicle. Awesome mileage for a luxury cruiser. But all
wheel drive and very quick One bad thing is not capable of streaming music off phone. Why Use
CarGurus? Cadillac dealers in Atlanta GA. Cadillac dealers in Chicago IL. Cadillac dealers in
Dallas TX. Cadillac dealers in Houston TX. Cadillac dealers in Los Angeles CA. Cadillac dealers
in Miami FL. Cadillac dealers in New York NY. Cadillac dealers in Philadelphia PA. Cadillac
dealers in Washington DC. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and

has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
1985 buick century
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

